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'oseph Hendrie, Chairman '

Nuclear RecpQatory Commission
1717 H. Street
washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. Hendrie:

Enclosed is a self-explanatory communication, Xrom mycons i"uents, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Saruwatari, in recard.to heir concerns over nuclear po~er.

T. would very much appreciate any comments yon may
n=-ve on this matter.

Sincerely,

M
emir o ~ Congf~s
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Congressman Bob Lagmarsino
1117 Longworth Building
Nashington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressmans

Ne sincerely believe that many individuals @auld not be so
pro-nuclear power if they lived adjacent to a nuc1ear power
plant as 8e do.
P.G.8:E. has not answered some of the major unresolved health
hazards created by plants such as these. P.G.AE. has not
addressed the following questions regarding %he emission of
"white rain", radioactive dust, from their plant. Ne would
like to know just how many pounds of radioact;ive dust Diablo
would put into our air each day if it is turned on {1) under
„optimum operating conditions and (2) under. the actual work-
ing conditions experienced by operating nuc ear power p1ants
-- within what limits and (3) what minerals ~he radioactive
dust would contain.
The attitude of the utility companies and the Nuc3.ear Regulatory
Commission is to proceed with the operation of these plants
v ith the "hope" of resolving any problems laCer -- just how

much later is anyones guess. Since many incKZvidua1s don.'t
worry about what they can't see or really understand, it is
the grave responsibility of our representatives to expose all
important information to the public to insure their saf'ety,
since the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has repeatedly failed
in protecting the public's health and welfare. Thank you for
your time.

Sincerely,
hip, g'lap~ ~z~g J<z ~ ~ mri-
Mr. h Mrs. Levy Saruwatari
512 Launa Dr.
Arroyo Grande, Ca. 93420
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